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We present an experiment studying the interaction of a strongly focused 25 fs laser pulse with a tungsten
nanotip, investigating the different regimes of laser-induced electron emission. We study the dependence of the
electron yield with respect to the static electric field applied to the tip. Photoelectron spectra are recorded using
a retarding field spectrometer and peaks separated by the photon energy are observed with a 45 % contrast.
They are a clear signature of above threshold photoemission (ATP), and are confirmed by extensive spectrally
resolved studies of the laser power dependence. Understanding these mechanisms opens the route to control
experiment in the strong-field regime on nanoscale objects.
Keywords: laser induced field emission, nanotip, above threshold photoemission, photoelectron energy
spectra
1. Introduction
The development of coherent control schemes through the manipulation of atomic and molecular
quantum dynamics [1, 2] both theoretically and experimentally, has been a very active field of
research in the last two decades. This has led to the availability of robust and selective meth-
ods of performing population transfer in quantum systems through the control of laser-matter
interactions. In order to fully control these systems, great effort has been done to increase the
number of available parameters, leading to important technological breakthroughs [3] that has
opened the possibility to design arbitrarily shaped optical waveforms in the fs-ps time domain.
In parallel, the development of nanostructure devices provides the opportunity to add new
parameters of control, including light confinement, which facilitates the capacity to reach the
strong-field domain and the possibility to work on single objects. Strong field phenomena have
been studied in solid-state nanostructures such as ponderomotive acceleration and carrier-
envelope phase effects in photoemission from metallic surface [4], dielectric nanospheres [5],
or gold nanoparticles [6].
Sharp metallic tips are emerging as a test bed for exploring various strong-field phenomena
[7] revealing the multiphoton photoemission (MPP) and above threshold photoemission (ATP)
[8–12], and optical field emission [13] regimes. Strong-field photoemission from such metallic
nanostructrures benefit from the optical field enhancement around sharp objects, which reduces
the necessary laser intensity needed to reach this regime, compared to the case of atomic and
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Figure 1. (color online) Principle of different regimes of emission from a
metallic surface with a static field and a laser field of moderate intensity.
The pink dashed line represent field-free potential. The solid blue line is the
potential modified by the static field. EF is the Fermi level of electrons in the
metal. Path (1): Static field emission: an electron simply tunnels through the
potential barrier. Path (2): Photo field emission: the system absorbs 1 or 2
photons, increasing the electron’s probability to tunnel through the potential
barrier. Path (3): The system absorbs 3 photons and the electron can overcome
the potential barrier. Path (4): Above threshold photoemission (ATP): the
system absorbs more photons than necessary for the electron to overcome the
potential barrier.
molecular systems. Specifically, the optical field enhancement at the apex reduces the laser
intensities needed to reach the strong-field regime. Additionally, the combination of a DC field
with the AC field provided by the laser pulse itself adds a supplemental control parameter, as
the DC field will modify the behavior of the potential barrier.
In this paper, we revisit the multiphoton regime of the interaction of an ultrashort laser pulse
with a tungsten nanotip, by carefully studying the photoelectron energy-resolved power law.
We first recall the different regimes of photoemission, then describe our experimental details;
we present above threshold photoemission photoelectron spectra, then discuss of energy resolved
laser power dependencies.
2. Different Regimes of Laser Induced Emission
Static field emission from a nanotip is described accurately by the Fowler-Nordheim theory [14],
which calculates the tunneling probability (path 1 on Figure 1) and predicts the electron yield
as a function of the static electric field EDC . By measuring the electron current as a function
of the applied voltage (called Vtip for tip bias), we can use this theory to retrieve the ratio β
between the static electric field EDC and Vtip, with EDC = βVtip. β is related to the tip radius
r as β = 1kr with k being a dimensionless factor depending on the shape of the tip and the
extraction geometry [15], with typical values ranging from 1 to 20.
The photoemission regimes can be described in the framework of Keldysh theory [16] using the
characteristic parameter γ that separates two limiting regimes, the multiphoton regime (γ ≫ 1)
and the tunneling regime (γ ≪ 1). The latter is termed optical field emission for metals. For a
metal with a work function φ, the Keldysh parameter, γ, is given by γ =
√
φ
2Up
, where Up is
the ponderomotive energy and Up ∝
I
ω2 and corresponds to the mean kinetic energy of a free
electron oscillating in a monochromatic light field of central frequency ω and peak intensity I.
In all the experiments described below, the laser intensity is moderate and γ > 1. Therefore, the
optical field emission regime can be excluded.
Combining a strong DC field with a weak laser intensity can first lead to photofield emission.
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Figure 2. (color online) (a) Experimental set up: A femtosecond laser
(62 MHz repetition rate, centered at 800 nm, with ∼25 fs pulse duration)
is tightly focused onto the nanotip to induce electron emission. Nanoposi-
tioning translation stages allow precise placement of the tip into the focus.
Electrons are detected using a field retarding spectrometer. Laser intensity
and polarization are carefully controlled upstream. (b) Electron yield versus
relative polarization of the laser with the tip axis. When properly aligned,
polarizations parallel to the tip axis (polarization angles of 0 and 180) have
the highest electron yield, and polarizations perpendicular to the tip axis
(polarization angles of 90 and 270) have negligible emission. The blue x’s are
experimental data. The green line is a fit.
In this regime, studied extensively[17, 18], an electron absorbs one or two photons, and tunnels
through the potential barrier (paths 2 on Figure 1).
For a small DC field and sufficient laser intensity, electrons can be emitted by the absorption of
enough photons to overcome the potential barrier, n~ω > Φ, where n is the number of absorbed
photons (path 3 in Figure 1). If the laser intensity is strong enough, more photons than necessary
can be absorbed, leading to electrons of higher energies (path 4 in Figure 1). This phenomenon is
called above threshold ionization in atoms and molecules and has been extensively studied in the
last two decades [19–22], while its analog in solid-state physics, above threshold photoemission
(ATP), has only been recently demonstrated [23]. Field enhancement around nanostructures
allows this regime to be reached before the damage threshold of the material. Both experimental
[10] and theoretical [24] studies on ATP have been performed for the case of tungsten metallic
tips.
3. Experimental Details
Polycrystalline tungsten nanotips are formed using a standard electrochemical etching process
in KOH with a radius on the order of ∼50-100 nm. The radius of the tip is confirmed both via
scanning electron microscope imaging techniques as well as using a Fowler-Nordheim fit from
static electron emission, from which the β parameter described above is retrieved. The tips are
cleaned by either sending a pulse of current (∼3.5 A and ∼1 s) through the tip (flashing) or by
laser heating (several tens of mW of laser light shown on the tip for several minutes). This leads
to the evaporation of the surface contamination of the tip.
A sketch of the experimental details is depicted in Figure 2(a). The direct output of a
Ti:sapphire oscillator with 800 nm center wavelength (1.55 eV photon energy), ∼25 fs dura-
tion and 62 MHz repetition-rate, is focused onto the apex of the tungsten nanotip. The chirp
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of the laser pulse is carefully controlled with chirped mirror pairs to compensate for dispersion
induced by the system and measured with a spectral phase interferometry for direct electric-field
reconstruction (SPIDER) system [25]. The laser intensity is controlled with a half-wave plate
polarizer energy throttle; the polarization is cleaned by a second polarizer and then regulated by
another half-wave plate. The laser beam is focused with an on-axis silver-coated spherical mirror
with a focal length of 4.5 mm to a beam waist of ∼2 µm corresponding to a power density on the
order of 1 to 20×1011 W/cm2. This corresponds to a Up of 6 to 120 meV. The Keldysh parame-
ter, γ, is therefore between 4 and 20. without taking into account the optical field enhancement.
This value is difficult to measure. In previous experiments [7, 26], Hommelhoff and coworkers
indirectly evaluated the value of the optical field enhancement and found it to be between 3 and
5. Assuming a value of 4 for the field enhancement, the Keldysh parameter would be between 1
and 5 in our experiment.
The experiment is performed in a stainless steel ultra-high vacuum chamber with a pressure
on the order of 10−10 mbar. A metal-plate with a 1 mm pinhole is placed ∼7 mm from the
apex of the tip to define a ground potential and an additional small DC field–between 0 and
600 V–is applied to the tip (hereafter referred to as Vtip). A field retarding spectrometer based
on a mesh grid with an adjustable voltage combined with a double stage Micro Channel Plate
(MCP) measures the kinetic energy distribution of the electrons with an estimated resolution of
dE/E ∼ 5×10−3. The spectrometer is placed in a magnetic shield to isolate low-energy electrons
from external magnetic fields. It allows either to detetct all electrons (integrated measurement),
or to perform energy selective measurement when the retarding voltage is scanned.
Alignment of the tip into the laser focus is achieved using nanopositioning translation stages
(from Attocube systems AG) in three dimensions each with nanometer resolution and a range
of a few millimeters. The alignment is checked using the diffraction seen by a long-distance
microscope objective on a CCD camera mounted perpendicular to laser propagation direction.
Confirmation of the exact alignment is corroborated by rotating the polarization of the laser
light. As stated by Barwick et al. [8], when correctly aligned, electron emission is negligible for
polarizations perpendicular to the tip axis. Figure 2(b) shows electron yield versus θ, the laser
polarization angle with respect to the tip axis. The laser power was 150 mW (8×1011 W/cm2 peak
intensity) and Vtip is 50 V. The blue x’s represent experimental data, and the green line is a fit
of the form cos2k(θ), where k = 2.8 is the power exponent measured independently as explained
in section 4. As expected, polarizations parallel to the tip axis (polarization angles of 0 and 180)
have the highest electron yield, and polarizations perpendicular to the tip axis (polarization
angles of 90 and 270) have negligible emission. Maximizing the contrast of this curve leads to
proper alignment. When misaligned, a secondary peak at perpendicular polarization arises; when
the tip is damaged, the contrast decreases.
4. Results
The first set of experiments investigates the influence of laser intensity on electron emission for
various experimental parameters.
In the case of a polycrystalline tungsten tip, the work function is about 4.5 eV [15] and
is slightly dependent of the surface absorption during the experiment. Working in ultra-high
vacuum as well as cleaning the tip before the experiment greatly reduces this effect. Since the
energy of one photon is 1.55 eV, without the DC field, an electron must absorb at least 3
photons to overcome the work function without tunneling. Applying a DC field EDC = βVtip
affects the yield of laser-induced field-emission from the tip in different ways: emitted electrons
are accelerated by Vtip up to a mean kinetic energy of e · Vtip where e is the elementary charge,
but Vtip also affects the dependence of yield on laser intensity. At least two effects can be taken
into account: the presence of the Schottky barrier and the possibility to favor tunneling effect.
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Figure 3. (color online) The effective work function Φeff of the polycrys-
talline tungsten tip as a function of the applied tip bias (Vtip) and the en-
hancement factor β = 1/kr, due to the sharpness of the object. The presence
of a static electric field decreases the barrier height (Schottky effect).
First, the image potential (also known as the Schottky barrier) decreases the work function by
a value equal to
√
e3βVtip
4piε0
where β the enhancement factor and e is the electron charge while ε0
is the vacuum permittivity. The enhancement factor is strongly dependent on the tip geometry
and can reach values varying from 106 to 107 m−1 from tip to tip. The effective work function is
therefore Φeff = Φ−
√
e3βVtip
4piε0
. Figure 3 plots Φeff as a function of both Vtip and β. A reduction
of the work function on the order of one photon energy can be reached via field enhancement
near a very sharp object, which strongly changes the electronic response of the system. In our
experiment, β is typically in the order of 2× 106 m−1 and Vtip is on the order of 100 V or less,
which gives EDC on the order of 10
8 V/m. This leads to a work function reduced by 0.5 eV.
Second, increasing Vtip favors the tunneling of electrons through the barrier as it is being
reduced. The static potential becomes steeper in the vicinity of the tip, thus the probability
an electron can tunnel after absorbing only one or two photons can become dominant. In other
words, photofield emission can overcome multiphoton absorption. Interesting results have been
obtained and extensively studied in this regime by Yanagisawa et al. [18].
To determine the power law, for each Vtip, the number of electrons versus the laser intensity
I is fitted with a polynomial function of the form αIk, where k can be non-integer. Indeed,
in the mean-field approach, including photofield emission and ATP, if the system absorbs n
photons before an electron is emitted, we expect the exponent, k, to be equal to n. The energy
distribution of the electrons will average to k over all the contributions of the different number
of absorbed photons. This exponent k is plotted in Figure 4 as a function of Vtip. Here the
laser intensity is scanned from 2.5 to 7.5 x1011 W/cm2 and the exponent is retrieved from a
polynomial fit of the data. The continuously decreasing behavior of this curve is similar to that
observed by Barwick et al. [8], although shifted by an offset which can be attributed to different
experimental parameters. If the vacuum is not sufficient, or if the tip is not properly cleaned,
surface contamination of the tip can alter the metallic work function. These retrieved exponents
corroborate with the polarization curve as seen in Figure 2(b), which was taken for Vtip = 50 V
and fits well with an exponent of 2.8.
In a second set of experiments, details of the laser-induced emission regime are studied via en-
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Figure 4. Power law exponent as a function of tip bias (Vtip). This exponent
k is retrieved from fit of the power dependence of the form αIk.
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Figure 5. (color online) Two photoelectron energy spectra for a laser with
mean power of 35 mW (2x1011 W/cm2) (blue) and 70 mW (4x1011 W/cm2)
(red). In this case, the applied bias is 20 V. Distinct peaks are visible–
separated exactly by the photon energy–a clear signature of above-threshold
photoemission. Low tip bias allows the maximization in contrast of the peaks,
also partially due to the relative resolution of the spectrometer. These spec-
tra are obtained with a resolution of 0.05 V on the spectrometer and with a
Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter over 16 adjacent points. The contrast is about
45 %, defined as between the maximum of each peak and the average of the
two adjacent minima. This contrast is extremely sensitive to experimental
parameters and can vary from tip to tip.
ergy resolved measurements of the electrons using the field retarding spectrometer. In this case,
the applied bias is 20 V leading to a value of the static electric field of ∼4×107 V/m. For such
a low tip bias, no thermal effects are expected. The investigations of thermally enhanced field
emission performed by Kealhofer et al [27] demonstrate that for similar laser power, emission is
mainly due to multiphoton absorption in HfC tips, until the static electric field becomes on the
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Figure 6. (color online) (a) Electron energy spectrum obtained for a Vtip =
30 V and laser intensity of 3.6x1011 W/cm2. The different ATP peaks are
identified by the different colors. (b) Electron yield versus laser intensity plot-
ted for each ATP peak. The dots are the experimental values, and the lines
are the fit from which we retrieve the exponent. (c) Power exponents for each
peak. As expected for ATP, we obtain exponents from 3 to 6.
order of 1 GV/m. Only above this value does thermally enhanced field emission become domi-
nant. Figure 5 presents two photoelectron energy spectra for a laser intensity of 1.8x1011 W/cm2
(blue) and 3.6x1011 W/cm2 (red). These spectra are obtained with a scan resolution of 0.05 V
over 500 ms and with a Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter over 16 adjacent points. Distinct peaks
separated by the photon energy are visible, which are a clear signature of ATP, similar to what
has been observed by Kru¨ger et al. [11]. For the high-energy spectrum, we reach for the first three
peaks a high constrast of about 45 %. This contrast is defined between the maximum of each
peak and the average of the two adjacent minima, and is extremely sensitive to experimental
parameters and can vary from tip to tip. A small tip radius maximizes the field enhancement
allowing the use of a low Vtip (below 30 V) which enables the use of the spectrometer in its
region of highest resolution. This maximizes the contrast of the peaks.
To confirm these emission mechanisms, an energy-selective, laser-power dependence measure-
ment of these ATP peaks was performed. Results are shown in Figure 6 for an experiment with
Vtip = 30 V and laser peak intensities from 1 to 3.6x10
11 W/cm2, individual peaks are indicated
by the same color throughout the figure. Figure 6(a) shows the energy spectrum recorded at
3.6×1011 W/cm2, where different ATP peaks are identified with different colors. Figure 6(b)
shows the electron count rate versus laser intensity plotted in log scale. Each line corresponds to
one peak of the photoelectron spectra as defined in Figure 6(a). The electron yield is obtained by
integrating over all of the energy window corresponding to each peak. We retrieve the exponent
of each energy peak by extracting the slope of each fitted line. Figure 6(c) shows the retrieved
power exponents of the four peaks from about 3 to 6, with error bars relative to the fit.
As expected for ATP, each peak corresponds to a different number of absorbed photons,
therefore corresponding to a different exponent. The first peak is close to 3 (3.4 ± 0.1), since
the work function of tungsten is roughly equal to 3 times the photon energy. The second, third
and fourth peaks have respective exponents of .0 ± 0.1, 5.0 ± 0.1, and 6.5 ± 0.3 showing that in
this part of the spectrum, the system absorbs 4, 5 and 6 photons before electrons leave the laser
focus. This confirms that in our case, the photoelectron emission is mainly due to multiphoton
absorption, without any contribution of photofield emission. These experiments were reproduced
for the two first peaks with various experimental conditions (different tips, different focusing),
and with different energy selections–choosing electrons from within the entire peak, or just at
the maximum of the peak. The values of the exponents are reproducible to within 10 % for
several tips.
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5. Conclusions
In this paper we demonstrated the possibility to consistently reach the multiphoton regime
for laser-induced electron emission. A clear above threshold photoemission signature has been
observed with highly contrasted photoelectron spectra. A spectrally resolved power law study
has been successfully implemented confirming a well-defined multiphotonic regime dominant over
other mechanisms of emission. These studies open the route to control experiment in strong field
using the light confinement induced by a single nanotip, extending the experiments performed
on atoms and molecules.
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